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b. 11 INTRODUCTION 

ou would agree that success of any activity depends largely upon its planning. 
rop;er planning of activities leads to fruitful results. The same is true with teaching k 
s well. As a teacher you are given charge of a certain class to teach mathenlatics. 
o ybu have to cover the given course in the available time span and also ensure 
ffedtive learning amongst children. Now tbe challenge is to do it successfully. 1 hisvery idea may generate thinking with regard to sequencing, ordering. arranging 

and grouping the items of the curriculuin, matching these with the available time 
slot bnd identifying suitable activities t o  be perfomled with children etc. This is 
nothing but planning for teaching. 

You b a y  plan teaching in various ways. Firstly you inay develop a rough layout 
for the whole year in which you may decide before and how ruuch time you 
woulld devote to various topics or units in the curriculun~. Secondly you may like 
to ddvelop a detailed planning of the separate units of work where in you may 
decide the number of lessons for each seginent of work along with the method or 
approach to deal wit11 them. Thirdly you may like to go into details of activities 
pert4ining to each lesson. So the planning for teaching involvcs the process of 
makibg decisions about why, how and what to teach whicll may range one 
lessdin to the whole curriculum for the year. In this unit we will discuss the various 
aspects of unit and lesson planning in mathematics. 

~ f t e i  going through this unit, you will be able to : 

a qecognize the need and Ilnportailce of unit and lesson pla~lning: 
I 

llst various steps involved ill unit planning; 



develop a unit plan for teaching of a given unit; U n i t  and Lesson P l a n n i n g  

enlist variot~s steps of !esson planning; and 

develop lesscn plans for teaching lessons in mathematics. 

2.3 UNIT PLANNING 

'The curriculum of matliematics may be available to you in terms of either content1 
concepts or competencies. Your target would, therefore, be to ensure acquisition 
of certain understanding and skills among children with regard to dealing with 
mathematical content and processes. In other words you may intend to develop 
mathematical competencies amongst children under vour charge. You may recall 
that i n  tlie document titled, "Mininium Levels of Learning at Primary Stage" 
(Ministry of Human Resource Development report published by the NCERT, 
1991) the necessary competencies have been listed i~nder five nla-jor areas of 
matheniatical learning. Further classwise arrangement of competencies is also 
available within each area. Since there would be q long list of compete~iciesl 
prescribed for each class unit planning may be of great help to you in guiding your 
actions leading to success. The following sub-sections cover tlie meaning of unit 
planning, necd a12d importance of ~lnit  planning and the process of developi~ig the 
unit plans. 

2.3.1 Meaning of Unit Planning 

Let us first understand what do we mean by a unit in niatheinatics. A unit i n  
mathematics comprises of a chunk of interlinl<ed competencieslconceptslcontcnt 
which liave some common basis or characteristics. So, within any area of 
matliematical learning several ~lnits can be formed. It is tlie nature hfcompetencies 
content and the experience of the teacher about teaclling mathematics and his1 
her perception of learning styles of children which will enable Iiimlher to decide 
about formulating the units. 

Now you will appreciate that teacher has to organize the given set of competencies1 
content prescribed for the given class in a meaningful manner which will make 
his/!ier teaching and evalt~at ion systematic and convenient. A illlit in mathematics 
may be cavcrecl in one day, several days or even several wecks. You will have to 
decide the number of lessons to be delivered under one unit. 

Having arranged tlie mathematical conipetencies in a graded manner and divided 
them into t~nits for purposes of classroom transaction, you would like to think of 
the ways of communicating tlie same to tlie children. 'This will obviously make 
you think of the sequence of lessons within a unit, tlie method of teaching 
instr~~ctional aids, students' activities and the evaluation procedures. This decision 
if presentcd in an organized manner, would result into a unit plan, 

2.3.2 Need and Importance of Unit Planning 

You may like tb ask why we need a unit plan or can't we do without a unit plan? 
Tlie answer is siniple that unit planning may bring about significant changes in the 
quality ofteacliing-learning. Tlie foIlowi~~gpoi~its highlight the advantages of unit 
planning and tli~is clarify how i ~ n i t  planning makes teachers talk easier and effective: 

It helps teachers to liave a holistic view of teacliing-learn'ag, which may 
help in organizing time and resources availab!e at hisl'her disposal. 

It liclps in  des;gning a systematic, sequential and graded arrangement cf  course 
content which may give inslgl~t to develop teacl~ii:g activities in rhe best 
pcss~ble Iiianner. 



Curriculun~ P ~ ~ I I I I ~ I I ~  ~ I I J  It helps in giving a balanced emphasis to various aspects of course content 
Ins truct io~~  in 
Mathematics or competency under reference. 

It provides arn opportunitj to correlate textual content with the competencies 
to be dealt with in the class. 

It may help thiilki~ig about alternative approaches to teaching-learning and 
adapt to individual differences. 

It may help unit-wise evaluation of childre11 and in organizing remedial teaching 
and undertaking enrichment measures as per the iequirements. 

2.3.3 Steps Involved in Unit Planning 

Uqit planning involves two major processes, namely, sequencing and selection. 
The main focus of unit planning should be to ensure effective learning on the part 
ofchildren. After arranging the given set of con~petencies/content into a teaching- 
ledrning sequence, a unit can be formed on the basis of identification of meaningfill 
se$ments of competencies/content which may also be viewed In terms of time 
avbilable for teaching-learning. Some people divide the course content to be 
covered month-wise and call them 'units'. Still more important is the nature of 
course content or competencies and, as such, some units inay be small and some 
big in terms of time taken for teaching them. So a teacher has to apply judgment. 
Since we can not l a v e  the whole thing on intuilive ways of fonnulzting units, 
some steps to be followed are suggested below: 

a) Estiinate the whole course content/set of competencies for the class during 
I the year. 

b) Estimate the teaching time available to the teachers. 

c )  Arrange the given coursz content /set of competencies in a teaching-learning 
sequence. 

d) Identify inter-linked aspects of course content /competencies. . 
e )  Distribute the whole course content/compe?encies into units. Hence you may 

I like to consider the following: 

i) A unit should not be too small or too lengthy 

ii) It should have some element of commonness within its conlponents. 

iii) It should be such that it should not reqllire more than a month in any case 
to complete in the class, and 

iv) It should be such that its completion develops a sense of accon~plishl*lent 
to both the teacher and the students. 

f) For each listed unit, further breaking up of teaching lessons would be required. 

g) For each lessoil within the unit, decide about the appropriate teaching methods, 
teaching aids, students activities and the evaluation procedure. 

h)i Present these decisions and the break-up in a tabular form which may be 
considered to be unit plan. 

23.4 Development of Unit Plan 

Development of unit plan may be atternpled differently by differmt peoplz. But 
the developrncnt a f  competency among children sliould be the ma111 peint to be 
k$pt in mind uhiIe developing a unit plan. One way of looking at unlt planning 
could be to do it trred wise thc nurr:ber of competenaes listed 111 each area for a 

n" 
cl$ss which arc to bc raught in abo:lt ten rconths duration. So theoreiiczi!y speaking, 



there should be at least five units, each concentrating on one of the areas. But it 
will not be a practical way of doing things since there may be a large number of 
competencies in an area. So further break-up would be necessary. Although it 
sliould not be taken as tlie norm but for practical reasons there should not be 
more than 10 competencies in an area and it should not be planned to be taught in 
inore than 20 working days. Tire similarity in the nature of content involved in 
coinpetencies identified for a linit should also be given due consideration. Now 
various lessons may be planned within a unit and points related to organization of 
teaching-learning may be drawn as suggested. The followilig example of a unit 
plan may give you an idea of the format and particulars of a unit plan : 

UNIT PLAN 

Unit Plan No ........................ Name of the Teacher ........................ 

Subject - Mathematics 

Area - 1 (understanding whole numbers and numerals) 

Co~iipetencies Covered: 1.3.1 (Recognition and writing of numerals from 100 
to 1000.) 

1.3.2 (Writing of nulnber names from 1 to 100.) 

S. Competency 1,csson Methodof '  Teaching Students Eval~lation 
No. No. Teaching aids Activies 

1 .  1.3. I .  (a) Recognizes 1 to 3 play' way method Flash cards Various gah~es Oral testing 
numerals from and demonstration and group work 
100 to  999 

(b) Recognizes 3 -do- -do- -do- -do- 
numeral 1000 

(c) Writes numerals 4 -do- -do- Ind~vidual and Oral as well. 
from 100 to 1000 group activities as written 

2. I .3 .2  Writing of 5 and 6 -do- -do - -do- Oral and 
number names fro111 written test 
1 to 1000 

2.3.5 Limitations of Unit Planning 

\VIii!e unit planning is of much value to teachers it may suffer fro111 the limitations 
mentioned below: 

It is solnetinies difficult to clearly anticipate the teaching-learning approach 
in advance. 

The division of co~~tel i t  / colnpetencies is artificial. 

It gives a piecenieal view of tlie competencies developed during a year. 

I requires a conscious effort on the part of a teacher. A less experienced 
teacher sometimes find It difficult to plan units. 

a It puts a check to the flexibility of the teacher when followed rigidly. 

/ Checli Your PI-ogress I 
Notes:  a)  Write !,our answers i n  the space given below.. 

b) Co!nparr: your answer wit11 the one given at the end of this unit. 
I 

Unit  and Lesson Planning 
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2.4 LESSON PLANNING 

According to G.H. Green, the teacher who has planned h isllier lesson wisely, 
related to his/her topic and to his classroo~n without any anxiety is ready to ernbark 
with confidence upon a job s/he understands and is prepared to carry it to a 
workab~le concl~~sion.  Slhe has foreseen the difficulties that are likely to arise and 
prepared her/hi~nself to deal with them. Slhe knows the aims that Iier/his lessoll 
i s  intended to fclfill and s/he has identified herlhis own resources for the purpose. 
And because s/he is free of anxiety, slhe will be able to estimate the value of her/ 
his work as the lesson proceeds, equally aware of failure and success and prepared 
to learn from both. The following paragraphs have been devoted to the meaning, 
need and importance of lesson planning and the process of developing lesson 
plans. 

A proper planning of the lesson is the key to effective teaching. The teacher 
must kuow in  advance the sub.iect matter and the mode of its del i~ery In the 
classroom This gives the teacher an idea of how to develop the key concepts 
and how to correlate them to real-life situatio~is and how to conclude the lesson. 
Lesson pianning is also essential because effectike learning takes place only if 
the subject matter is yrewnted i~ an integrdted and correlated manner and is 
related to the pupil's environment. Though lesson planning requires hard work it 
is rewarding too. It conceives a lesson as 'Plan of Action' in~plen~ented by the 
teacher i n  the classroom 

2.4.1 Meaning of Lesson Planning 

A iesson plan outlines in detail the various steps wl~icli the teacher proposes to 
undertake in his1 her class. As such, a lesson plan concerns itself with the teaching 
of one period. Planning for a lesscn means identification of the sequence and 
style of presentation and evaluation procedure to be adopted for classroo~n teaching 
of a lesson. Hence it is a proposition in advance which establishes a linkage 
between the why, what arid how ~f teaching in one period. Wh!le attempting to 
do this the teacher may foresee likely pmb!oms i n  classroom cnmmu~~ication and 
may arrange ~er ta ln  mnteria!~ and c!c,idr 311011t recliniqi~es to be adopted to ensure 
a smooth and effective teaching-ieal!?;r!g rr?i~alibn. Thus a lesson pian IS  a means 
of tnking advallce decisions about t!ie sr::ct~on, sequencing and execution of 
varlous activ'ties to be perfor~ned En a ciassroorn with a view to ensuring learning 
of children. 



2.4.2 Need and Importance of Lesson Planning Uni t  and Lessun Ylanni~lg' 

When you go for teaching a lesson in the classroom, usually you get prepared for 
~ t ,  though informally. But sometimes you find that you are not able to teach the 
entire content which you prepared or on the other hand, the content to be covered 
is not sufficient for full period. Sometime, you may get stuck-up while teaching 
and so get nervous. May be that you are not aware of the objectives of teaching 
a lesson and so did not bother about its attainment. How to overcome all such 
problems') This can be done through systeinatic lesson planning. You get a chance 
of thinking about all these problems in advance while planning your lesson and 
deciding about taking corrective steps for possible hurdles. The process of 
developing a les'son plan is such that these problems get tackled automatically. 

Lesson planning helps the teacher in the following ways: 

a It makes teaching systematic and well organized. 

a It helps teachers in identifying adequate content and its proper sequencing 
for teaching a lesson. 

a It helps teachers to learn to foresee and tackle learning difficulties of children. 

a It enables teachers to utilize the available time properly. 

It helps in developing insights about learning needs and abilities of children. 
s \ 

a It helps teachers to develop the habit of undertaking immediate corrective 
measures. 

It gives confidence to teachers during teaching. 

2.4.3 Steps of Lesson Planning 

While develop~ng a lessoil plan. first of all you have to decide about the objectives 
of teaching that particular lesson. The objectives will be both general as well as 
specific. In order to achieve the objectives. some subject matter or content is 
required. This content is to be selected as per the competence with reference to 
the specific objectives of the lesson as well as the previous knowledge of the 
learner So the content has to be local spec~fic, interesting and related to the 
previous knowledge of the learner. Another iillporta~lt aspect of lesson planning 
is to detail out the inethod to be used for transacting the required material to the 
learners. The choice of method will depend on the nature of the content. the 
classtgrade as well as the ability of the learners. While specifying the method of 
delivery, the teachers' activities as well as the learners' activities are to be 
specified along with the evaluation exercisestquestions. The evaluation has to be 
based on the material transacted in the classroon~ and the competency aimed to 
be developed. At the primary stage, the evaluation questions have to be very 
simple. keeping In vlew the learners7 physical and mental growth 

The following issues need to be decided for developing a lesson plan. 

I Objectives: The object~ves of teaching a particular lesson should be stated 
as per the competency to be developed anloilgst children. Generally teachers 
state only general,and specific objectives of the lesson. 

2 .  Content: The subject matter that is intended to be covered should be limited 
to the prescribed time. The matter must be interesting and it should be related 
to the pupils' previous knowledge. It should also be related to daily life 
situations. 

3. Methods: The nlost appropriate method be chosen by the teacher. The 
method selected, should be suitable to the subject matter to be taught. Suitable 

t teaching aids must also be identified by the teacher. The teacher may also 
use supplementary aids to inake histher lesson lllore effective. 
- - - -  - 



4 Evaluation: A tcachei inust c\.al~inte Ii~slher less011 to find the extent to 
which hetshe has achieved the objectives of liislher lesson Evali~ation can 
be done even by recapitulat~oii of subject matter through su~table qucstlons 

2.4.,4 Methods of Lesson Planning 

A legson nlay be planned in various nrays Several methods haw.  therefore. been 
evolved The most conl~nonly used method is tlie Herbert~an method The steps 
follawed in Herbertian method of lesson p lann~ns  are. 

1. introduction 

2. Presentation 

3 .  Association (or co~l~parison) 

4. Generalization 

5 .  Application 

6. Recapitulation. and 

7. Home assignment I hoine work 

1 .  Ihtroduction 

It peaalns to preparing and nlotivating children to the lesson content b!. 11iiking it 
to the previous knowledge of the student. by arousing the curios~ty of the chtldren 
and b$ making <an appeal to  their senses This prepares the'child's iniiid to receive 
new bowledge.  This step, though so important. must be brief. It may involve 
testin4 of prevlous knowledge of the child. Sonietiines tlic curiosity of pupil can 
be aroused b!, sonit: experiment. chart, nlodel study or even by some useful 
discushion. 

I 

2. Pitesentation 

It iilvdlvcs stating tlie object of the lesson and exposure of students to ne\\ 
infornihtion The actual lesson beg~ns  and both teacher and students partlclpatc 
A tcacljcr should niake use of different teaching aids to make this lesson effective 
She/He; should draw as much as is possible fro111 the students makin2 use of 
judicio~ls questions. In matheinatics lessons It is desirable that a heuristic 
atmosphere prevails 111 the class. 

3. Askociation 

It 1s aliYa3.s desirable that new ideas or knowledge be associated to the dai i~l  life 
s~tu,atioils by cl t~ng su~table esa~nples and by dm~iltilg comparisons n.it11 tlie related 
concepti; miis step is all the more important when we are establish~tzg princ~ples 
or genet~lizing definit~o~ls 

In itlath$matics lcssons generally the learning mater~al probleiii [cads to certain 
genemiitations which then lead to the establishment of certain foriiiulac. solv~ng 
problem$. principles and Ialvs An effort should be madethat the s t u d r ~ ~ t s  dran 
t l ~ c  condluslons themselves. A teacher should guide the students only if their 
gcncraliiatlon IS either incoinpletc or ~ r r c l c ~ ~ n n t  

I11 this stkp of a lesson plan the knowledge gained is applied to cortain siti~atio~ls. 
This stcpl is in conformity \\.it11 the gcileral desire of the students to mnkc use of 
gencml~z~ t ion  in order to see for tlienisel\.es if the generakations arc \,atid 111 

eortaan si/tuations or not. This is uscd for assessing tllc cffccti\,cncss of tlic lcsson 
b!. a&in$ studcnts questions on the contents of tlic I c s so~~ .  

I 



Recapitulation can be done by giving a short objective type testlproblem solving 
method to the class. 

One important poi111 to remember is that the steps given above for lesson planning 
are formal Herbertiari steps and teaclier sliould not try to follow these very rigidly. 
These are only guide-lines and in many lessons it is not possible to follow all these 
steps. So this method s l~o i~ ld  be followed to the extent possible. 

2.4.5 Features of a Good Lesson Plan 

1.  Through less011 planning tlie teacher will be able t i  pinpoint for himself the 
objective;; of teaching that particular lesson. The objectives should be sucli 
that they are . (a) attainable during a span of one period only. (b) in sequence 
with the objectives already attained by tlie learners. 

2. The teacher will discover whether tlie subject m'atter is adequate enougli to 
be transacted during the period. 

3.  He will identify, in advance, tlie activities to be carried out by tlie learners. 

3. He will be able to anticipate the expected answers of tlie learners. 

5 .  A good lesson plan sliould present good linkage between tlie objectives, teacher 
and student activities. on tlie one hand and the method, tlie teaching aid and 
tlie e\faluation itenis on tlie othel-. 

6 .  Tlie plan should neither be too short tior too long. 

7. It should focus 011 specific piece of content so as to  attain the competency i n  
hand. 

8. The activilies planned slioi~ld be quite interesting to the young learners. 

9. It should focus O I I  the development of a clear ~~nderstanding alnong children 
instead of rote ~iie~iiorization. 

2.4.6 Develop~nent of it Lesson Plan 

Keeping in view tlie steps of lesson planning and tlie ~netllods discussed in tlie 
preceding sections, lesson plans may be developed. Tlie followingexa~nples will 
de~no~istrate some approaches to lesson planning. You may learn to develop lesson 
plans by adapting these to the competency in hand and the anticipated teaching- 
lean1 ing situatio~~. 

LESSON PLAN - 1 

Name of School : XYZ ' Date: 10/8/2002 

Class : I I l  

Sub.ject : Mathe~-natics Period: II 

.Topic : Place \talue of Competency: Studelits state the place value 
3 d ig~ t  i i~~mbers  ofthe digits witliin a 3 ctig~t numeral. 

General objectives o f  tlic lesson : 7'0 develop understa~id~~ig of tlie place 
value of tlie digits in nunlel-als. 

Specific objccti\cs oftlle I ~ S S O I I  , Stl~cic~lts \ \ i l l  be able to slate place value 
oftlie digits \+it1ii11 a 3 digit n~~~i ic t -a l .  

I C I I ~ I I ~ S I I - I ~  I i t 1  : or~linary classrooni niatc~ial. 

7 7 



spike abacus. C u r r i c u l u n ~  I 'launing a n d  
I n s t r u c t i o n  i n  
Ma thema t i c s  a chart showing 3 digit numbers marked 

as units, tens and hundreds. 

I flash card containing 3 digit numbers. 

rev 1 ous knowledge : i) Students recognize and write numbers 
I 1 to 1000 

ii) Students state the place value of digits in 
a 2 digit number. 

iii) Students write number names of 3 digit 
I 

numbers. 

Intrioduction 

Tea$her will put some questions to the students: 
(writing a few two digit numbers on tlie blackboard.) 

I .  What are the numbers written on the blackboard? 

2. l n  24, which number represents units? 

3. 1n 24, which number represents tens? 

4. What  is the place value of numeral 4 in 24. 

5 .  What is the place value of numeral 2 in 24? 
'(Teacher may ask similar cluestions for the numerals 40 and 39.) 

6. What is tlie place value of 2 in 246. 
(Writing number 246 on the blackboard.) (No answer) 

I 

Statement of aim: Children, today we will study tlie place value of numerals in a 
3 dilgit numbers. 

Teacher-Pupil Activity 
I 

I 

(Slibwing tile flash card containing 3 digit numbers.) 
I 

1. What nl~meral is shown on the flash card ? 

2. Write tlie number name for this number (246) 

(Two Hundred Forty Six) 

(Covering the nuliieral2) 

3. Wliat is tlie numeral left now'? 

(Forty Six) 

' (Showing the flash card again) 

4. Wliat numeral is there on tlie third place from right side? 

5 .  What additional you had to say for 246 as con~pared to 46? A 



i 
I 

Teachers' Statement 

(So you liavc to say two hundred because of the numerals 2's placement at 3rd 
place from the right. Hence the place value of 2 in 246 is 200.) 

Teacher will now take 3-4 exa~iiples of 3 d ~ g ~ t  nuliibers and get tlie place value 
chart filled In with tlie involvenient of students. 

3 d~glt  Place values 
Nunierals 

Hundreds Tens Units 

Nu~neral Place Nunieral Place Nunieral Place 
Value Value Value 

90 8 9 900 0 00 8 8 

Tlie chart will be further discussed using flash cards if children find it difficult. 
Another explanatory chart can be developed through students involvement as 
under: 

3 digit Place value 
Numerals 

1 3rd place from right 2nd place fro111 right 1 st place from right 

Nu- Place Place Nu- Place Place No- Place Place 
11iera1 value nleral value 111ercll value 

785 7 Hundred 7~100=700 8 Tens 8x10=80 5 Unit 5xl=5 

462 4 Hundred 4x100=400 6 Tcns 6x10=60 2 Unit 2x1=2 

407 4 Hundred 4x100=400 0 Tens Ox lO=OO 7 Unit 7x1=7 

I 
370 3 Hundred 3x100=300 7 Tens 7x10=70 0 Ul~it Ox1=0 

1 Generalization 

I Teacher to assist children in generalizing, on the basis of above examples. tlie 

I following: 

i 
I i) Place value of the digit in 1 st place fro111 right side is the number represented 

by the digit itself. 

ii) Place value of tlie digit ill  2nd place from right side is the digit multiplied by 
i l o ,  

1 iii) Place value of the digit in 3rd place from r~glit side is the d~gi t  multiplied by 
1 100. 

i \ )  Tlie place valuc of the dlgit in n numcrnl incrcascs ten timcs as we move 
from r~glit to left. 

Place value of 2 in 12 is 2 I 



~ u r r i r ~ r l u r n  I ' l r l ~ ~ ~ i n g  ant1 Recapitulation 
I n s t r u c t i o n  i n  
R l a t h e o i r t i c t  1. What is the place value of 3 in 138? 

2. What is the place value of 3 in 13? 

3. What is the place value of 3 in 347? 

4. State the place values of numerals in 754. 

1 Numeral Place value 

Home Wmk 

State tlie place values of the digits in tlie following 3 digit numerals 393,408,790. 
456. 

I 

LESSON PLAN - 2 

Name of School: XYZ Date: 1011 198 

Class: V Duration: 40 Minutes 

Subject: Mathematics 

~ o i i c :  Volume of cuboid 

Period: Third 

Competency: Students compute the volume of a cuboid. 

Ge~~era l  objective of tlie lesson: To develop the thiiikilig and reasoning powers of 
the students. 

Spe~cific objectives: i) Students understand the concept of voli~me. 

ii) Students find tlie formula of the volume of cuboid. 

iii) Students apply tlie formula of tlie volu~ne of cuboid to 
relevant problems. 

Teaching/Instructional Material 

1 .  Ordinary classroo~n ~iiaterials 

2. O n e  dm cube of wood or any solid material 

3. A chart showing diagrams of square and rectangle 

4. T W O  c~~bo.ids with different di~nelisions 

5 .  A tin of cuboidal shape 

6. A graduated cylinder 

7. One centimeter cube piece of some solid 

Preyious Knowledge 

e ,-. rl-lie students know the concept of areas of square and rectangle. 



Introduction Unit all11 Lesson Plall l l i l~g 

To test their previous knowledge and to prepare them for the new lessons, the 
following questions will be put to them: 

1. (By showing the diagram of a square in the chart) 
How do you calculate the area of this diagram'? 

2. (By showing the diagram of a rectangle) 
How will you calculate the area of this diagram'? 

3. (By showing the tin) 
If you have to say that this tin can contain so nluch oil, how can you 
express? 

4. Similarly, if you want to say that a tank can contain so much of water, how 
can you express? 

5 .  What is the space of a tin or a tank'? 

6. (By showing the cuboid) 
How would you nane this solid? 

7. How will you find out the space or volume of this cuboid? 

Statement of the Aim 

The student will not be able to qilswer the last question and the teacher will 
announce. "Today we shall find out the method of calculating the volume of a 
cuboid". The aim will be simultaneously written on the blackboard. 

Presentation 

Teacher - Pupil Activity 

1. By showing the 1 cm. cube. 1 . What are the dimensions of the solid'? 

(Long, broad and thick) 2. What is its shape'? 

3. 'What is the difference between a cube 
and a cuboid '? 

Pupil- Teacher Statements: 

"It is known as a cube. The cube has all 
the three dimensions uniform, whereas 
in the cuboid these may be different." 

4. What is the volume of this cube'? 
Pupil-Teacher Statement: 

"Let us measure it with the help of a 
graduated cylinder" The initial reading 
of the water level will be taken and then 
the solid will be immersed. 
The water will rise by one cubic 
centimetre. 

5 .  What are the dinlensions of this cube? 

Ans.: Length = 1 cm 
Breadth = 1 cm 

Thickness or Height = 1 cm 

6 .  What is the volume of this cube'? 

Ans. : It is one cubic centinletre (One @ 

cubic centimeter is taken as the units of 
volume). 

3 1 

By showing the 1 cm. cube 



By s11~wing t+jle cuboid of soap 7. What are the dimensions of this cuboid? 

Ans: Length - 5 cnl 
Breadth = 3 cm 
Thickness or Heigl~t = 2 cm 

8. In  how Inally parts have its length, 
breadth and thickness respectively been 
divided? 

Ans.: i) The length is divided into 5 
parts. 

ii) The breadth is divided into 3 
parts. 

iii) The thickness is divided into 
2 parts. 

(Tl~e teacher will promptly cut 
this cuboid alongwith lines of 
divisim. It will result'into 30 
parts.) ................................ ( i )  

9. What is the shape of each small part? 

Ans.: It is cube. 
10. What js the dimensions of this small . cube? 

I Ans.: Length = l cm 

Breadth = 1 c m  
Thickness = 1 cm 

rV 1 1. What is the volu~ne of this small cube? 
Ans.: lt is one ~ u b i c  cm 

This cube will be compared with 
the cuboid already shown to the 
students- 

12. What is the volume of the whole cuboid? 
A!ls. : The volume of the c~~ob id  = 30 

cubic cm .............................. (ii) 
By d~dwinp the second caboid of 13. What are fhe dimensions of the cuboid? 

soap Ans.: Length ='6 cm 
Breadti3 = 4cm 

Ti~ickness or Height = 2 c p  
( ~ i r n i l a i l ~  it will result in 48 small 
parts)., .............................. , ........ ( i i i )  

14. What is the vqlume of one small cube? 
Ans.: It i s  one cubic cm. 

15, How many ';such cubes are there in all? 
Ans.: There are 48 such cubes. 

16. What is tf>e volume of the whole cuboid? 
Ans.: The volume of the cuboid i s  

...................... 48 uibie cm (iv) 

GeaerFiization 

For the, purpose of generalization, the teacher will draw the studen,tas attention to 
the parts (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) and will ask them to observe these to frndout.some 
relationship between the dimensions and the volu~nes of cuboids, 



1. What are the dimensio~is in the first case? Length = 5 crn [ I n i t  H I I ~  Less011 IBlanniaag 

Breadtli = 3 cm 
Height or thickness = 2 cm 

2. What is the volume in  this case? Volume = 30 cubic cm. 

3 .  What are the dimensions i n  the Length = 6 cm 
- second case? Breadth = 4 cm 

Height or Thickness = 2 cm 

4. What is the volu~ne i n  this case? Volume = 48 cubic crn. 

5 .  What is the relation between the Volume is the product of 
volume and dimensions? these three dimensions. 

Dimensim ofcuboid Volu~ne of Cuboid 

Length Bread t11 Height 

5 cm 3 cm 2 cm 5 x 3 x 2 = 30 cu.cm 

6 cni 4 cm 2 cm 6 ,x  4 x 2 = 48 cu.cm 

There Volt~me of Cuboid = Length x Breadtli x Height or Tliickness or 
L x B x H or 'r. 

Blackboard Summary 

1. The cuboid has all the three dimensions: 

a) Length 

b) Breadtli 

c) Height or Thickness 

2. Volume of a cuboid 

= Length x Lengtli x Heiglit or Thickness 
C 

Relation 
f 

1 .  What is the use of finding out the volume of air in a room? 

Ans :While sitting in  a room tlie person sliould get a regular supply of fresh air. 
The mi~ii~num essential volume of air should be available to everybody. With 
the help of total volume of air in a room, a classroo~n or a hall, we can f ix its 
co~nfortable seating capacity. If we try to acco~ii~nodate more than tliis 
fixed number, this will be uncomfortable and suffocating for.every body. 

1 .  What do you mean by volume? 

2. What is tlie difference between a cube and a cuboid? 

3 .  What is the formula for tlie volume of a cuboid? 

4, Wliat is the need of finding out v o l u ~ ~ b  in different cases? 

Home Work 

1. What is tlie volume of air ill your classroom, if its dimensions are as follows: 

a )  Length = 5 Metres 

b) Breadth = 4 Metres + % : ~2~%/~+:e r; 

c)  I-leight = 3 .5  Metres * 

33 * 



C u r r i c u l u m  P l a n n i n g  a n d  2. Find the volume of water in a tank if its dimensions are as follows: 
I n s t r u c t i o n  i n  
M a t l ~ e m a t i c s  a) Length = 350 cm. 

b) Breadth = 200 cm. 

c )  Depth = 100 cm. 

The examples given above will help you develop insights into the process and 
procedure of lesson planning. You may plan your activities in a variety of ways 
wherein children sliould be able to learn things in an interesting manner. 

2.4.7 Limitations of Lesson Planning 

You would have seen that lesson planning provides an opportunity to the teacher 
to thi~mk i n  advance about the sequence of likely classroom events and anticipate 
tlie pobsible problems and sort them out before the actual delivery of thc lesson. 
Yet lekon planning has its own limitations. Afew are mentioned below: 

It makes teaching organized but rigid. 

If followed strictly, it leaves no room for innovative~~ess 011 the part of the 
teacher. 

Tbo much of emphasis on it may make things routinized. 

I t  is good for beginner teachers. Experienced teachers usually have little 
fa,ith in structured classroom beliaviours. 

It is difficult to anticipate all possible kinds of classrooln situations in advance 
add therefore lesson plans lack relevance. 

The above mentioned limitations however, do not suggest that lesson planning is 
of no value. The only caution reflected through the above statements is that it 
should be developed carefully and experience counts for much. It may be noted 
that detailed lesson planning may be practiced in the beginning and brief lesson 
plannibg shoi~ld serve as an indispensable tool in the hands of a teacher throughout 
hislher career as a teacher. 

) C'lscclb I'our Progress 
i I I 
I Piotcs: a) Write !.t)~ir ; ~ I : s w ~ ~ s  in  the spacc giveii be lo !~ .  1 

i 

I < 
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hlention three ways in \ ~ h i i h  lesson plailning helps !he teacl~cls .  ' 
1 
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2.5 LET US SUM UP Unit and Lesson Plai ining 

After going through the preceding sections you would be able to appreciate the 
need and importance of unit and lesson planning and also the inethodology of 
developing unit and lesson plans. Unit and Lesson Plans do help teachers in 
organizing their actions in advance and help them undertake teaching in an 
interesting and efficient manner. If planned properly, unit and lesson plans may 
lead to better quality of learning amongst children. It is, therefore, important for 
every teacher to develop a habit of unit and lesson planning and keep doing it 
throughout hidher teaching career. Greater details may be required in the beginning 
while brief plans may be followed there after. 

2.6 UNIT-END EXERCISES 
* 

1. Explain the difference between a unit and a lesson plan. 

2. List the important steps of unit planning. 

3. List the important steps of lesson planning. 

4. Discuss the advantage and limitations of lesson planning. 

ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

1. A unit plan is the statement of proposed decisions taken about teaching- 
learning and evaluation of a segment of inter-linked content/competencies. 

2. a systematic and balanced way of teaching various concepts, 

a evaluating pupils'progress, and 

a the proper n~anagemellt of time and resources. 

3. i) The division of content /competencies is artificial. 

ii) It inay put n check on flexibility of teachers if followed rigidly. 

4. Lesson plan is a detailed statenlent of proposed actions with regard to  
classroom activity particularly the selection, sequencing and execution of 
activities to be performed during a period to ensure learning amongst children. 

5. i) It helps teachers to identify the relevant content and its sequencing. 

ii) It helps teachers to foresee the learning difficulties of children. 

iii) It helps to develop cdnfidence amongst teachers. 

6. i) It brings rigidity in teaching-learning. 

ii) It leaves no room for teacher's innovativeness 




